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The helical systems inherently have the three di-
mensionality, which can give the large possibility for 
attractive concepts for magnetic configurations. Re-
cently, many theoretical optimization studies have 
been done based on the nonlinear programming 
method by taking the plasma boundary shape as the 
parameter. In order to explore rather wide range of 
L = 2 magnetic configuration space, this approach 
has been applied. 
The VMEC has been utilized to calculate MHD 
equilibria. The plasma boundary shape can be ex-
pressed in the cylindrical coordinates as: 
{ 
R(s,Bv,(v) = LRmn(s)cOS(mBv + nM(v), 
mn 
Z(s,Bv,(v) = LZmn(s)sin(mBv +nM(v). 
mn 
Here, Bv( (v) is the poloidal (toroidal) angle, m( n) 
the poloidal (toroidal) mode number and M the 
field period number. Transformation to Boozer co-
ordinates (1j;, BB, (B) is carried to obtain the mag-
netic field spectra. 
The simple L = 2 heliotron configuration (Conf. 
1) is the initial configuration. It has elliptic rn:ag-
netic surfaces. The field period number is 10 as 
an example. It has the toroidicity in the magnetic 
field as almost equal to the geometrical inverse as-
pect ratio. Since the reduction of the toroidicity 
can be performed with the helical magnetic axis, 
Rol and ZOl components are added. After tailoring 
several magnetic field spectra, an L = 2 configura-
tion (Conf. 2) with the partial helical symmetry is 
obtained. 
Collisionless particle confinement is studied by 
following the protons launched from r / a 
0.25,0.5,0.75 with assumed temperature profile: 
T(r) = 1.0[1 - (r/a)2] [keY]. The loss rate is de-
creased from 6.2% to 1 % for Conf. 1 to Conf. 2. This 
improved particle confinement can be explained by 
considering the magnetic field topography. The 
distribution of (a) B, (b) (I/B)(8B/8BB) and (c) 
(1j;/B)(8B/81j;) on ria = 0.75 are shown in Fig. 
1.1 (1.2) for Conf. 1 (2). The latter two quanti-
ties affect the particle orbit behavior through the 
radial and poloidal drift. The region denoted by 
M in in Figs. (a) corresponds to the local minimum 
of B. The unclosed contours exist surrounding this 
region in Fig. 1.2( a), which is considered to have 
quasi-helically symmetry. The structure of the con-
tour of (1/ B)( BB /8BB) = ° (zero radial drift) does 
not change in Figs. (b). However, the distribution 
of (1j;/B)(8B/81j;) is significantly varied and well 
alignment of fast poloidal drift region to the local 
minimum of B is seen in Fig. 1.2( c). This seems the 
main reason for the improved collisionless particle 
confinement in Conf. 2 compared to Conf. 1. 
The region of local minimum of B exists around 
BB/(27r) = 0 (outerside of a torus) due to the 
toroidicity in Conf. 1. As shown in Fig. 1.2(a), this 
region is shifted to around BB /(27r) = 0.5 (innerside 
of a torus) due to the reduction of the toroidicity. 
Thus, this approach would give the large possibility 
to explore wide L = 2 heliotron configuration space, 
which has not yet explored based on the definition 
of the coil system. 
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The distribution of (a) B, (b) (I/B)(8B/8BB) and 
(c) (1j;/B)(8B/81j;) on ria = 0.75 for Conf.l (Fig. 
1.1) and Conf. 2 (Fig. 1.2). 
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